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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report contains the results of a geophysical test 
survey conducted on May 22, 1990, for Haseko (Hawaii) Inc. near 
Ewa Marina on the Island of Oahu, Hawaii. The test data were 
acquired on two lines as shown on Figure 1-1. 
The objective of the survey was to determine the lateral 
boundary between saline saturated and fresh/brackish water 
saturated limestones. Due to the large change in electrical 
resistivity between saline saturated and fresh/brackish water 
saturated limestones, a method which is sensitive to the ground 
resistivity (or its inverse, conductivity) was chosen for the 
test. 
The geophysical method utilized was frequency domain 
electromagnetic (FDEM) measurements with the Geonics EM-34. The 
EM-34 is a rapid and inexpensive method which is highly sensitive 
to lateral changes in resistivity. The specifications of the 
EM-34 are attached. 
Data coverage in the study area was somewhat limited to 
existing roads, due to the thick vegetation, and time 
constraints. 
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2.1 GENERAL 
2.0 TEST RESULTS 
The EM-34 data were collected along two lines near Ewa 
Marina as shown on Figure 1-1. The raw conductivity data were 
corrected for nonlinearity at high values of conductivity and are 
shown as profile plots in Figures 2-1 and 2-2 for lines 1 and 2, 
respectively. On line 1 EM-34 data were acquired with coplanar 
horizontal magnetic dipoles at 10 m, 20 m and 40 m coil 
separations. On line 2 EM-34 data were collected in the same 
coil orientation but only at 10 m separation. The effective 
depth of exploration of the EM-34 at 10 m, 20 m and 40 m 
separation is approximately 25 ft, 50 ft and 100 ft, 
respectively. 
In Appendix A the basic theory of operation of the EM-34 and 
interpretation of EM-34 type FDEM data is covered. Although 
layered earth (vertical sounding type) interpretations can be 
made with EM-34 data, the main utility of this type of data is to 
derive lateral changes in ground conductivity rather than 
vertical changes. Other methods such as time domain 
electromagnetics and direct current soundings are more applicable 
for deriving the vertical resistivity stratification. 
2.2 LINE 1 
I In Figure 2-1 several features are obvious in the apparent 
conductivity profile for line 1. These are: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(1) The conductivity profiles for the different coil 
spacings parallel each other, with the 40 m data 
showing the highest values (above 200 millimhosjm) , and 
the 20 m and 10 m data more closely grouped, generally 
between 60 and 120 millimhosjm. 
(2) For all three coil separations relatively high 
conductivity values are obtained near station 50 (near 
the shore) , and the values rapidly fall off by station 
300. 
(3) A gentle decreasing gradient from station 300 towards 
station 1800 is evident. 
The general interpretation of the EM-34 data for line 1 is 
that the near surface (10 m and 20 m separation) data show 
conductivity values expected to be related to brackish water 
saturated limestones. The EM-34 data at 40 m separation exhibits 
high conductivity values which are expected to be caused by 
saline saturated limestones. The depth to the saline saturated 
limestone is probably greater than 80 ft along most of the line. 
Near the shoreline (between stations 50 to 250) the steep 
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decrease in conductivity shown in the 40 m and 20 m data suggests 
a rapid lateral change in chloride concentration. The gentle 
decreasing gradient in conductivity towards the north may suggest 
either an increase in depth to the saline layer or a decrease in 
chloride concentration within the brackish water layer. The 
influence of change in elevation has not been compensated for in 
this data. 
2.3 LINE 2 
The EM-34 data from line 2 (Fig. 2-2) show a sharp increase 
in conductivity from near station 450 towards the north. The 
data on this line were taken on a road which is offset and 
parallel to a metal fence which may have caused some interference 
in the readings. An attempt to minimize the influence of the 
fence was made by keeping the distance between the measurements 
and the fence at a constant value c� 10ft). 
The rise in conductivity is interpreted as a shallow 
( < than 25 ft) saline saturated layer starting near station 500 
and extending north to the end of the line. 
Because the data were taken in close proximity to the fence, 
additional data taken further from the fence would be needed to 
confirm this interpretation. 
Data were not taken with the larger coil separation or 
further towards the north, due to time constraints, therefore an 
estimate of the thickness or width of this saline saturated layer 
could not be made. 
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The EM-34 (FDEM) test data taken at Ewa Marina on line 1 
indicates that a lateral boundary between saline and brackish 
water exists near the shoreline (about station 100). In 
addition, saline water is indicated at depth c� greater than 
80 ft) along this line. A well (EMC) near station 300 confirms 
the general interpretation in that it encountered brackish water 
to a total depth of 92 ft. 
The limited data taken along line 2 indicate that a shallow 
( < than 25 ft) saline saturated layer exists from about station 
500 to the end of the line. Due to time constraints the line was 
not extended and the larger coil separations were not run. 
Therefore, an estimate of the vertical and lateral extent of this 
saline layer could not be made. 
The general conclusions from the test are that very large 
conductivity contrasts were detected along the two lines 
surveyed. These contrasts are interpreted to be caused by 
lateral and vertical changes from saline to brackish water 
saturated limestones. 
The main utility of the EM-34 (FDEM) method is expected to 
be in mapping the lateral changes in conductivity and not the 
vertical variations. In order to accurately determine the 
position of the interpreted lateral boundary, surveying along a 
grid pattern is recommended. 
The data should be recorded at 10 m, 20 m, and 40 m 
separations. The optimum line spacing would be 100 ft with 
measurements taken at 50 ft intervals on the lines. In areas of 
rapid changes in conductivity fill-in stations could be made at 
25 ft intervals if necessary. Due to the dense vegetation in the 
area, line clearing would be necessary before the data could be 
acquired. 
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Measured Quantity 
Range of CondUctiv1ty 
Instrument Noise t.evel 
Measurement Accuracy 
Measurement Precision 
Primary Field Source 
Sensor 
Intercoil Spacing 
Power Supply 
Reference Cable 
Dimensions: 
Receiver Conso.le 
Receiver Coil 
Transmitter Console 
Transmitter Coil 
WeJghts: 
Receiver Consoie 
Receiver Coil 
Transmitter Console 
Transmitter Coil 
Shipping Weight 
IL' I · Gconjcs Limited 
"Apparent conductivity of the ground, 
in mi.llimhos per �eter (diVided into 
1000 gives ohm meters) 
· 0� 3, 10, 30, 100, 300 millimhos per 
meter 
Less than 0.2 mi1limbo per meter 
.±5% at 20 millimhos per meter 
±2% of full scale deflection 
Self-contained dipole transmitter 
Self�contained dipole receiver 
Interchangeable 10 meters, 20 meters 
or 40 mete:J::"s 
Transmitter: 8 size D cells 
Life: 20 hrs continuous duty-"NORMAL" 
Life: 7 hrs continuous O.uty-"HIGH" 
Receiver: 8 size c cells 
Life: 20 hrs continuous 
Lightweight 2 wire shielded cable 
19.5 X 13.5 X 26 qm (7.7 X 5.3 X 10.2") 
63 em (25 inches diameter) 
15 X 8 X 26 em {5,85 � 3.15 X 10.2") 
63 ctn (25 inches diameter) 
3.1 kg (6.83 lbs) 
3.2 kg- (7 lbS) 
3.0 :kg (6.62 lbs) 
7.0 kg (15 lbs) 
41 kg (91 lbs) 
SPEC 34'-3 
I 
I 
I GEONICS LIMITED 
1745 Meyerside Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada LST lCS TeL (41&) &7&-9580, Telex 0&-9&8&88, Cables: Geonics 
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I I. llloiTROUlJCTION 
Thl' measurement of terrain resistivity to map gl'olngy has heen 
I 
utili1.cd for liver half a century. Sq·eral !>hortnmtings. however. 
ha,·c prevented this technique from heing widl'ly accepted for e�­
gml"enng purposes. 1 he first of the!>e 1s that nmvcnllonal galvamc 
n·sistivity surveys rl•quire a relatively iargc amount of manpower to 
I 
cxccutl' and are ihus cxprnsivc. Sl·nmdly, the actua.l value of resis­
tivity itself is seldom diagnllstic it is thr lateral or vertical variations 
. of resistivity which flHm the l'l�tsis of any interpretation. However 
thl' high cost of resistivity surveying generally means that fewer 
I 
measurements arc made than would he desirable. "·ith the result 
that either (i) the survey area is not m.ade large enough to establi!>h a 
reasonahle hackground against which the anomalous areas are to be 
delineated or (ii) the anomalous area itself is obscure and lacks 
I 
definition. 
An additional prohlem inherent to conventional resistivity tech­
niques is that although the effec-tive depth of exploration is deter­
mined by the selected inter"electrodc spacing. resistive in-1 homogeneities which are small compared to this depth hut which are 
located ncar the potential electrol;les can cause a significant error in 
the measurement. Such fluctuations in the measured results are 
truly geological "noise" because it is not possible to determine the 
I
. physical size. resistivity co!"' .. �rast. �r l_o�ation of the so�rce. As a 
result of such mhom,,gene1t1es resistiVIty profiles carr1ed out at 
. constant interelectrode spacing te-nd to be noisy. limiting the resol­
ution in resistivity that can he achieved, even though the in-
strUJ:nentation itself is capable of producing much higl:ter accuracy. 
·1 
It was an awareness of !'loth the advantages 
_
of resi
-
stivity for 
engineering geophysical surveys and the disadvantages of com·en­
tional resistivitytechniques that led Geonics Limited to examine the 
possibility of employing electromagnetic (inductive) techniques as 
I an alternative for resistivity surveys. With the development of the EM31 and the EM34-3 it is now possible to map terrain conductivity 
virtually as fast as the operator(s) can walk; furthermore the sample _1. v_olu!'"e is ave
. 
r.�g�d in such a manner as to yield unexcelled resolu­
tion m conductivity. 
These patented instruments have been designed to cover the 
rdnge of depths generally useful for engineering geophysics; the 
EM31, one-m(ln portable; has an effective depth of approximately 6 
I meters and the EM34-3, two-man portable, has stepwise selectable depths from 7.5 meters to a maximum of60 meters. 
I 
I 
Typical applications for the EM31 and EM34-3 instrumentation 
are: 
(i) Delineating regions of perma�rost (frozen pore water) 
(ii) Locating gravel 
(iii) Extending known gravel deposits 
(iv) Mapping saline intrusions 
(v) Detecting cavities in carbonate rocks 
(vi) Mapping pollution plumes in groundwater 
(vii) Mapped bedrock topography 
. (viii) Mapping terrain conductivity for electrical grounding 
I (ix) General geological mapping (soli types. fault and fracture zones. etc.) 
I 
(x) Archaeological exploration 
hi) Locating pipes ( EM31) and metallic-type conductors 
This technical note describes both the principles and the in­
Mrumeilt.ation employed to measure terrain conductivity using 
dectmmagnetic technique� at low induction numher)o. For Cl d.e� 
tailed discussion of the concept of terrain resistivity/conductivity 
I and of the v�riou� fact_or� that cont�ol this parameter _the reader is referred to Geomt·s L1m1ted Techn11.:al N ote "Eiectncal Conduc­
t.ivity ,,f Soils and Rocks". 
I II. PRI�CIPU: 01' <WERATU)� The. <tpplic<ttion of clcctrLHilaglietic technique' to the measure­
ment of terrain resist i v ity . or more properly. conductivity• is riot 
I •cundu..:ti' ity j, prdc11cJ v. ilh imlu..:tivc 1c:..:hni4u.:S 'in.:e th.e re,pon'e i' �enerall�· prnpnrtiunaf to conductivity and inver,cly proportional to re,is­
tivity. 
I 
I I 
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FIGURE I. Induced current flow (homogeneous halfspace). 
new and excellent descriptions of this technique are given iri the 
literature [I], [2]. 
Consider Figure 1 in whicll a tran_smiuer coil Tx energized with an 
alternating current at an audio frequency, is placed on the earth 
(assumed uniform) and a receiver coil Rx is located a short distan.ce 
s away. The time-varying magnetic field arising from the alternating 
current in the transmitter coil induces very small currents in the 
earth. These currents generate a secondary magnetic field H1 which 
is sensed, together with the primary field, HP, by the receiver coiL 
In general this secondary magnetic field is a complicated function 
of the intercoil spacing s, the operating frequency, f. arad the ground 
conductivity u. Under certain constraints, technically defined as 
"operation at low values of induction number" (and discussed in 
detail in the appendix) the secondary magnetic field is a very simple 
function of these v·ariahles. These constraints are incorporated in 
the design of the EMJ 1 and EM�4�3 whence the secondary magnetic 
field is shown to be: 
H. . iwp0aS2 
H�. 4 (I} 
p 
where H, = secondary magnetic field at the receiver coil 
HP = primary magnetic field at the receiver coil 
w = 211-f 
f = frequency (Hz) 
flo = permeability of free space 
a == ground conductivity (mho/m) 
s = intercoil spacing (m) 
i=,/--1 . 
The ratio of the secondary to the primary magnetic field is now 
linearly prop()rtional to the terrain conductivity, a fact which makes 
it possible to construct a direct-reading, linear terrain conductivity 
meter by simply measuring this ratio. Given H,/Hp the apparent 
conductivity indicated by the instrument is defined froi:n equation 
(I) as 
a =_!__ (�) .a WfLoS2 . HP . (2) 
The MkS units of conductivity are the mho (Siemen) pc:r meter or, 
more conveniently. the milhmho per meter. 
Ill. _INSTRtJMENTATION 
·The EM3i (shown in Figure 2) has an intercoil spacing of 3.7 
meters. which yields an effective depth of exploration of about 6 
meters. The instrument can also he operdted on its side, in which 
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Frt;rrRt J. EM) I in field operation. 
ca�e a� will he �l·en in S.e�tion IV . . the dle�:tive depth nf exploration 
i� redu,·cd 111 appr.,xiril<�tely ) meters. The instrum ent is ont>-man 
portahlc ;111d �an he u�eJ either in ··statiun-hy-statiun" mnde or 
read l:<lntinuousl). The presence or layering in the earth Citn he 
dett>cted hy ra ising the instrument and noting the re;rdings as a 
fun�titln ,,f in�trument height . If the earth is IWtl-layered the con­
ducti,·ity nf h<llh laye·r� and the upper layer thickness can he 
resnl \•ed. 
The t·:l\1.'4-� \\hid! is l\\o-man portahle has the l\\.\1 coils flexibly 
connl·cted 1 Figure � ). The interl·oil spacing is me�rsi1red electroni" 
cally ���that the n:c ei,·er ''rer;llor simply read� a metei· It) accurately 
set the coil.; to the Ctirrect �racing. which can he 10. :!0. or40 meters 
so as to directly vary the effective depth of exploration as shown in 
Tahle I. 
Fu;ullt �. EM�4-� in fkhl�>p�ra_tiun. 
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TAHI 1 I I· �pl�•r;rl ion tlq,lh.; f<H EM �4-.' al ,-ari<lll\ intcr,·uil 
!-.p�h.:in�' 
l''ph•r;ll j,,n Depth (111\'lt'rs) 
lnt,•r,·,,i_l Spa,·in!'. 
( mt:ll'T' l 
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�I) 
40 
I fnril�>ntal lliP•''''' 
7 "i 
1�­
·'!.l. 
Vl.'rtical Dipoles 
I �. 
.10 
(l() 
To mc;i'uri: termin conductivity the transmitter operator stups at 
the measurement stiltitm; the receiver tlperator movt>s the receiver 
coil h�tckwards m forwilrds until his meter imJiciltcs correct intercoil 
sp�rcing ;md he reads the terrain conductivity frum a second meter. 
The pmcedure takes .10 to 20 seconds. The coils arc normillly 
c;rrried with their planes vertical (horizontal dipole mode) since in 
this configur;.rtion t_he measurement is relatively insensitive to mis­
alignment oft he coils. In the event that the gre·ater depth of penetra­
ti.on resulting when the two coils are in the vertical dipole mode is 
desired. more care must he taken with intercoil alignment. Because 
of the reliltively short intercoil spacing correct alignment is usually 
not difficult to achieve. 
Both instrult1ents are calibrated to read terrain conductivity in 
rnillimhos per meter. To convert ihese readings to re!<>istivity tin 
ohmmeters) one simply divides them into 1.000. i.e. 50 millimhos 
per met.er is the equivalent of 20 ohmmeters. 
IV. SURVE\' TECH�IQUES Al\D ISTERPRETATIOI'I. 
For either the EM31 or EM34-3 it can be shown that in a homo­
geneous or horizo!)tally stratified earth the current flow is entirely 
horizontaL Furthermore under the constraints by which the instru­
ments are designed the current flm\• at any point in the ground is 
independent of the current flow at any other point since the magnetic 
coupling hetween all current loops is negligible, Finally. under these 
constraints the depth of penetration is limited only by the intercoil 
spacing. We say that the depth of penetration is "source" or 
"geometry" limited rather thari "skin depth .. limited since it is now 
controlled by the fall-off with distance of the dipolar transmitter 
field. For this reason all dimensions are normalized with respect to 
the intercoil spacing in subseque!JI sections of this technical note. 
IV. I. Instrumental Response as a Fimction of Depth (Homogeneous 
Halfspace) . 
Consider a homogeneous halfspace on the surface of which is 
located an EM31 or an EM34-3 trdnsmitter as shown in Figure 4. 
Fixing our attention on a thin layer of thickness dz at depth z (where 
z is the depth divided by the intercoil spacing s) it is possible to 
calculate the secondary magnetic field in the receiver coil arising 
from all of the current flow within this or any other horizontal thin 
layer. One can thus construct the function </>v(z) shown in Fig·ure4 
which describes the relative contribution to the secondary magnetic 
field arising from a thin layer at any depth z. We see from this figure 
that material located at a depth of approximately 0.4 s gives maxi­
mum contribution to the secondary magnetic field but that material 
at a depth of 1.5 s still contributes significantly. It is interesting to 
note that the ground at zero depth. i.e. the near surface material. 
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Fu;uRI. :'i. l{elatin� re:,.,,,n,e verMI' d_l"pth fur huril<•nlill dipole, 
m;1k6 a very small.:ontrinution Ill the !>ecoml;1ry m;�gnetic field and 
thercfurc thi� l.:llil conliglll'ation i� inseri�itivc to ch;�nges in ncar 
!>llff<�l'C condtil'tivity. 
I Figure .'i illu!>trate!> the function of Figure 4 for the case of noth transmitter and receiver dipoles horizonta.l coplanar rather than vertical cuplanar. For the coil configuration of Figure .'i (commonly 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
used for ihc EM�4-� since it is lc�s critical tu intercoil alignment) the 
relative contribution from material near-surface is large and the 
re!>pllnM� fall� on- mllOlltonically with depth. 
A comparison of the functii.)n cb for both coil configurations in 
Figure 6 emphasizes the different manner in which they respond to 
material at different depths. The difference is important since either 
instrument can be rolled over so that the vertical dipole transmit­
ter/receiver geometry becomes a horizontal dipole transmitter/re­
ceiver geometry and vice versa. As will be seen later, this feature is 
useful in diagnosing and defining a layered earth. The figure also 
shows that for regions greater than one intercoil spacing in depth the 
vertical transmitter/receiver dipole gives ap·proximately twice the 
relative contribution of the horizontal transmitter/receiver dipole. 
To summarize, with either horizontal or vertical transmitter/re­
ceiver dipole orientation it is possible to construct a function which 
gives the relative response to the secondary magnetic field at the 
receiver from a thin layer of ground at any depth. That this is 
possible arises from the fact that (i) all current flo"' is horizontal and 
(ii) all current loops are independent of all other current loops .. It 
should be noted that it is not possible to construct such functions for· 
conventional resistivity techniques. 
Finally. since as shown in Section II the definition of apparent 
conductivity is given in terms of the secondary magnetic field at the 
receiver. the functions in Figure 6 also give the relative contribution 
I 2 or--------.---------r-------.--�
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FuaJRI ll. ( ·umpari,un of relativc re,pun'e' for verti�o:al and horizl>nt_al 
dipnlc,. 
frum material ill diO'erent depths hlthe 111'/'llrt'lll nmJuclil"ity indi­
•:alt'd ny tht• instrument meter. The inte(.!ral of either function from 
Zt'W h• infinity give!\ the total !'lt'l.'llndary m<tgnetic field at the re­
ceiver cui I from" humogt·neous halfsp;a�·e which i!'l directly related 
to the elt·�·uil·••l conducti\ity of lhl· halfspacc by Cl.jUation ( I I. It is 
tht•rl'fllre �o,!'linle to stalt' "ith j!reat prl'l'ision the relative influen..:e 
uf material at different depths to thc indicated apparent conductiv-. 
ity. 
1\'. 2. l\lulti-Layered Earth Response 
The functii1ns sh•1wn in Figure 6 arc useful fm descrihing the 
rehltive sensitivity of either of the two coil contij!uratiom to material 
. at various depths. However a function derived from them is more 
useful for perfurm.inl! calculations. It is defined as the relative con­
trihution to the secondary magnetic field or apparent conductivity 
from all material below a depth z and is given hy 
Rv(z) =J 7 tf>v(z)dz 
II I II 
(3) 
Called the cumulative response. this function is illustrated in 
Figure 7 for vertica_l copla_nar transmitter/receiver dipoles. The 
�gyre shows, for example. that for this configuration all material 
below a depth of two intercoil �pacings yields a relative contribution 
of approximately 0.2.'i (i.e. 25%) to the secondary magnetic field at 
the receiver coil. 
Suppo!.e now that our homogeneous half space has a conductivity 
of 20 millimhos per meter (50 ohmmeters). The equipment having 
been calibrated according to equation (2). the output meter indicates 
20 millimhos per meter. From Figure 7 we observed that the material 
bell1w two intercoil spacings contributed 25% to the secondary 
magnetic field and therefore 25% to the indicated meter reading. 
Suppose that we replace this deep material with an infinitely resis­
tive (zero conductivity) substance. Since we have reduced to zero 
the 25% that this material contributed to the meter reading the new 
reading will be 75% of20. or 15 millimhos per meter. Conversely. if 
we leave all of the material below two intercoil spacings at 20 
R y(Z) 
1·0 ��-----r-�-..,.-,-----.-------. 
05 
0�----------�----------�----------�--�--�----" 0 0 5 I 0 1·5 2·0 Z 
Fllol!lll. 7. Cumulatin� re,punw ver,us depth for verti�.:al dipoles. R,·(Z) 
is the relative cuntrihuti1in to H, from all material helow a tm•rmalizedl 
dcpth L. 
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FJGURl 8. Two layer earth model. 
millimhos per meter but make all material above two intercoil spac­
ings infinitely resistive the meter reading will fall from the original20 
millimhos per meter for the homogeneous half space to 5 millimhos 
per meter. since. if all of the material below two intercoil spacings 
contributed 25% of the meter reading. all of the material above two 
intercoil spacings must contribute 75%; when removed the meter 
reading becomes 0.25 x 20 or 5 millimhos per meter. 
From this example we see that there is a simple way to cak(Jlate 
the ins_trument reading on an arbitrarily layered earth as long as t_he 
intercoil .spacing is much less than the skin depth in all of the layers. 
We simply add the contribution from each layer independently. 
weighted according to its conductivity and depth according to Fig­
ure 7. For example assume that we have a two-layer case as shown 
in Figure 8. The contribution from the upper layer is given by 
a.::::: a1[l - Rv(z)J (4a) 
since all of the material below zero depth yields a relative contribu­
tion of unity or 100% to the meter reading. Conversely all of the 
material in the lower layer adds a contribution given by 
a8 = a2Rv(z) (4b) 
and the actual instrument reading will therefore be the sum of these 
two quantities 
a. = a1 [l - Rv(z)] + a2Rv(z) (5) 
If the earth is three-layered as shown in Figure 9 the same p·roce• 
dure is employed to determine the instrumental response. In this 
example the calculations are performed for c:li_fferent middle layer 
thicknesses. 
· 
I I 
:--- ·� 
d::::t" . d::>Ta 
o, = 20mS/m z, l 
----'-- z,-
01 = ? m�!ilm 1 
o, = 20mS/.m 
z, = 0·5 
_11 = 1·0, 1·5 
o0 = o, [I - R( z ,)]+o1 [R( z,) - R( z 1 )]+o, R(�1 ) 
11=1·0, 00 "' 20[1-0·70]+2 [ 0 ·70-0·44)+20X044=153mmho/m 
z, =1·5, 00 = 20 [ t-0·70] + 2 [0·70-0·32] + 20X 0 32 = 13·2 mrn.ho/m 
fJGL1klc CJ. Calculation of re,pon�c to thre� layer earth..- center layer thick. 
ne'' varying. 
8 
Thl' casl.' with whi�·h such �akulations arl.' performed fi_!cilitates 
survey pfep;mtti\>tl aiHI intnprl'latinn. It is soml.'t_iml.'s possible l(l 
tnal..c advan,·c t'"!>.limalcs uf thc dn:trical propcrtil.'s uf tht• materials 
toOl.' eilc,•untcrt•tl durin!! •• survey or. alternatively. once on-site the 
opnah•r can obtain lht• saml' inform;Hitm from sampll.' measure­
mt·nts nf ihe different m:ih•rial-.. Tht· pmcedures t'utlined above are 
then emplt\ycd to �·stifnate till' app;trent cnndtKtivit>' measured 
Onder vario-us ll.'nain conditions. Exan.1plcs of such calcuhttions for 
· the EM� I arc shown in Figure 10. As is seen in the appendix the 
(llgehmic expressions for !l•(Z) and R(z) arc very simple and are 
easily pwgrammed on hand held �alculators. 
In Figure to the vertical dimensions are greatly exaggerated with 
respect to the h(lrizontal dimensions. The question arises as to what 
degree of lateral uniformity is required before the earth can b,· 
considered as horizontally stratified or homogeneous. Survey ex• 
perience indicates that if the ground conductivity does not 
significantly vary with horizontal distance within a radius of one 
intercoil spacing from the instrument the ground can be considered 
to he laterally uniform. 
The above discussion referred to the use of vertical transmit­
ter/receiver dipoles; it is equally possible to construct a cumulative 
response function for the horizontal coplanar dipole configuration 
and Figure II illustra_tes this funciion for both coil configurations. A 
comparison of the two curves illustrates that the vertical dipole 
mod� of operation has approxi'mately twice the effective explora­
tion depth of the horizontal dipole. mode. 
IV. 3. Comparison �ith Conventional R��tivity T�hniques 
Many readers wilt be familiar wi_th the two-layer curves employed 
to interpret data from conventional resistivity surveys using a Wen­
ner array of four equally spaced electrodes. Using the techniques 
described in the previous section it is a simple matter to calculate 
two-layer curves for the electromagnetic technique; Figure 12 
shows such curves for both the vertical and horizontal dipole 
configurations superimposed on standard Wenner curves. The gen­
eral shape is similar but there are marked differences in detail. For 
vertical coplanar transmitter/receiver dipoles we see that when the 
substrate is the more resistive the response of the two systems is 
similar; however when the substrate is the more conductive the 
electroinagneti� technique sees deeper in that the influence of the 
substra�e; for a given conductivity contrast. is felt at smaller inter­
coil spacing than inter-electrode spacing. This is a general ch;trac­
teristic of electromagnetic systems which prefer to look through an 
insulator to a conductor rather than through a conductor to an 
insulator. 
For the horizontal dipole configuration If the Iowet layer is the 
more resistive the effective exploration depth ofthe induciive tech­
nique is slightly less than the Wenner array; however, once again. in 
the case where the lower layer is the more conductive the explora­
tion depth of the inductive technique is substantially greater. 
IV. 4� Resolution of Two-LayerOO. F;arth by Varying lntercoil 
· 
SpaCing 
The principal advantage of the inductive electromagnetic tech­
nique over conventional resistivity lies in the speed and accuracy 
with which lateral changes of terrain conductivity can be measured. 
However this technique can alst> be used to measure the vertica.I 
variation of conductivity by expanding t.he intercoil spacing in a 
manner analogous to that in which the el.ectrode spacing is expanded 
in conventional re�istivity �ounding techniques. The current state­
of-the-art. however. is such that relatively few intercoil spacings 
can he employed; for example the EM34-3 can be operated with an 
iillercoil spacing of 10. :20 or 40 ml.'tcrs. This feature i� !>Omewhat 
mitigated by the fac-t that the in�trumenl\ can he used in either the 
vertical or horizorllal. dipoll.' mo.dcs whi�:h. as shnw·n in a previous 
sel·tion. exhibit different 'ensitivity to various depths thus yielding 
more information th;m would he available hy simply using ihrcl.'. 
spacing-. with one �tiil orientation. 
To i.ntcrpr�t a two-lay�·r gcornctry thl.' two-layer �urves for both 
dipole configur<ol iono, are .. url·ri1UJ1osetl on a �:ommon riot as shown 
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Till a,·=· 8 ·� ;h� /�·· · J . .. ·: ·1 : .·.'·� :�·>."! :_: -.·  . .  < .· :· . .. ·.· .. 5•··. ·. z, 
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k2 = 
k3 
Z,(m) 
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3 
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CTo {m mhoAn) 
6•9 
15·9 
20·1 
GRAVEL DEPOSIT 
I-R{Z,)+k2[R(Z,)-R(Z2)] +k�R(Zz) 
...!!:L = -1-. = 0·10 cr, 10 
� = 1·00 CT, 
station CT'o (m mho/m) 
A 8·9 
B 8·2 
c 7·7 
0 6·9 
FtGURF. 10. EM� I calculated response across various geological fea�ures. 
(s = 3.67 meters). 
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FIGURE II. Cumulative response versus dept_h for vertic:.al and horizontal 
dipoles . 
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in Fi!!ur� D. The six data points ohtainl'd 1"-y maJ.;inl! mcasun:mcnts 
with two �uil uri\'lllalilln' <IIlli ihr�l' intl'l'('ll.il ),pal·inl!), arl' pluiiL'd tu 
th� sam� s�ak ••n a pi�\.·� uf transp;•r�nt pap�r mic.l.;uc translall'lf 
\'�rli\.·all�· a 11 1f hori:t.1•ntally on the 1\\ 11-lay,·r L'lli'H's h• a'l'l'rtain 
\vlll'th�r i1 Silti,t;,�·hn� lit �ail 1'-l· a�· hi.:\ �d. I n th.: I.'\ .:nt th;at ""d' a lit 
l'an h� m;11k. tlw l'arth dilL'' l'\hihit tw••·by.:r �haral'kri,ti.:s and 
thl' \'alii�' 11f l'tllllfll�'ll\ it\' fill' l'-1llh Jan•rs anJ lhl' thiddll'),S Of thl' 
IIPI'L'r la� l'l' ar\' dn···dl� r�aLI oil. 
. 
· 
i\'. 5. Rt�uluticm of 'r"u·l.a�t·n·d 1::arth b� \'ar�·in�: lnstrunwnl 
lll'i�:ht 
In th� �·"� •.•f thl· EM.� I the intcr�uil sp;a�inl! j, rigidly fixed so that 
th� t�dmi411l' dc,cribL'J "h''' l' i), n111 :'1 \'ilil<�hk· to ;maly),e " layered 
earth. It is. hnwe,·�r. P•"'ihle to rai),e the instrument uh.we the 
g•'l•und. nwa,.uring thl· apparent �·mdu�tivi�y ;_1s a fum·tiun of in­
'trumcnt height for h1llh the \'Crlil·al anll horizontal Jipule CLlOfil!ll· 
r<�tiuns. Thi), h;" the eff�.:t of 'hifling the re'r•mse curves of figure 
€\ upwards thwugh th.: 'urimt' r�gions of the earth ;md th� variation 
of apparent �onductivity with height is therefore Clf diagno),tic value 
in determining th� nature of any layering. It is a 'traightft:1rward 
maner to calculate the respunse of the instrument as a function of 
height for various twu-li•yered earth geometries ;md typical curve� 
are shown in Figure 14h. To use the curve!'> one simpl�· plots the 
measured apparent conductivity versus height for buth coil contigu-
. rations on a piece of transparent paper to the same scale as Figure 
(a) 
(b) 
(C) 
e e 
(Jl 
(12 
Uo 
u. tOO 
10 
E3 ·c;:, 
I·; 
c:::>c:::> 
... k = 100 
"''00 
k = 10 
k = 
Em) 
k= Uz 
u, 
Case histor y • • •  • • 
Interpreted results t1 = lm, u, = Q·30 m mho/m 
CT2 = 30m mho/m 
fll;uRt. 14. Twnlaye1 earth re,ptmse curves (<r�/<r 1 = I. lll.lllll: in!>.trumcnl hc·il!ht Vilricdl. l>nh arc actual "'rvey re,ults. · 
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· 14b ;111d 'hifh thL' ph•ttcd data vcrti.-;tlly until �·•ud agrecm�nt j, 
<Khi�·vl·d with lllll' uf thl� l'lll'v�s. wh,·n·uptm thc twocondurtivitic!'> 
and thl· uppl'l lay�·• thid .. n''"' ;ar.: imm�Ji;•tl'ly dL·t�rmincd as in the 
iflu,ll:otnl �· .. ,� hi'.t••r�·nf hgur�· l·k. 
In th�· ,. 'l'lll 1 h;at thl· ,·undud i' it� t•f �itla·r uric tif tlil' l'wo ht Y\"rs j, 
f.. till\\ 11 h• he mudt k" th;lll thl• ••lhl'l'. '"that its L'llllltibutiun h•llll· 
llll'll'l I'L'ading i' i1q:ligibk. it is ' implv nn·e"'ary Ill Ia)' th� instil · 
llll'llt ••n thl· grllllllll. '""''a rc;ading. b� it on ih "ide .  tah· i1 w�und 
re;1ding. ;md fn11n thl'Sl' two vaht\'S one cai1 imrnediatc.ly cakulatl' 
thl· .·.:•HldtKti\ ity tlf th.: llltlll: condu.:tive layl'r and the thickncs' of 
th.: upp.:'rlayl'L .. 
\'. :\J)\'A�TA<a:s A�l) IHSAJ)\'A�TAGES OJ-' INDlll'TI\'t-: 
TERRAl� CONUll 'TI\'It\' MEASl.lRE!\IENTS 
\'. I. Ad,·anhtJ:iis 
The advantagL'' nf the us� tlf indut:tivc electromagnetic tech­
nil,fit�s Ill ili.:aSllrc tt'l'rain condu�tivity arc as f••llt•ws: 
lil f.'.\cdlent n·.wlution in n111ductio ity. It was stated in Sectinn I 
that a prohlcm with conventional resistivity was that the pres· 
cm:� uflnc<tlized resistivity inhomogeneities near the potential 
clc�trodes caused larg� errors. If we examine the current flow 
in a h••mog.:nc:m•s h.<�lfspace for the inductive technique de­
'-nih.:d h�rcin we realize that in the Vicinity of the transmitter 
the current density is very high <tnd we might expect the pres­
ence of�t conductive inhomogeneity located here to have a large 
effc�l. Hmvever where the curreni density is high. the radius of 
the current loops is small and their distance from the receiver 
coi.l l.<�rge. so that these lonps do nnt couple well magnetically 
wiih the receiver. The effe.ct nf ch�tnginr, this current by varying 
the local conductivity is consequently neglil!ihle. The lateral 
extent of the volume of earth whose conductivity is sensed hy 
the inducti,·e technique is appwximately the same as the verti· 
cal depth. The result is that small changes in conductivity. for 
example of the order of 5')( or 1()':(. are easily and accurately 
mea,�,�red. 
(ii) :\lo nu-re1it il(ieUion f1mh/em.l. Since currents are magnetically 
induced. in the earth. current injection prohlems encountered 
\\'ith conventional resistivity in materials such as gravel. hed­
rock. permafrost. snow anc.l'ice. etc .. are not encountered with 
this type of instrumentation. 
(iii) Simp!t; multi·lll.\'tirt•d e111"11i calcullltion.L This matler is dealt 
with at length in Section IV. 
(iv) Easy. fllfJic/m,•a.mrcments. A problem with the conventional 
Weoner array is thai in order to survey to an effective depth a 
the array must be 3a in length and the total lengtb of wire 
required 4a. used in four sections. This presents many oppor· 
I unities for snagging and break.ing the wire. Furthermore each 
measuret:neni requires insertion of four electrodes and rela· 
tively careful measurement of the inter-electrode spacing. 
These features are avoided with the inductive electromagnetic 
techniques and ii is no exaggeration to say that a survey can 
often he carried out five to ten times faster using this technique. 
Indeed with either the EM31 or the EM34-3 it is usually possible 
under average terrain conditions to survey 5 to 7 line­
kilometers a day with a station spacing of 25 or 50 meters. 
\'. 2. Disadnmta�es . . 
As with all geophysical instruments. there are soine limitations 
and disadvaf!lages to the usc of inductive electromagnetic tech· 
ni4ue' and thcse arc a\ follows: 
li) l.imitt•cl clnwmic range (I - /()()() 111111lt0.\ pt'r 1111'11'1'). At low 
'alu�" of terrain c•mdul·tivity it hc�omes difficult tci magneti· 
�ally indut:c suftki.:nt cilrrent in the ground to produce a de­
lcl't;,hle magnet it: field ;it th� ra!ceiver coil. Conversely at high 
· vah t�'' of condul·tivity th.: l.fU;ac.lraturc �ompnncnt of the re­
�eived rnagneti� licld i" n•• longer linearly proport ional to ter· 
rain u111dut:tivity '" i), shown in th.: <ippcndix .. 
(iii St•lfing and maintain in�-: tilt' ill.\1/'/ltllt'l/1 ::cro. Ideally in order to 
set th1· /.�n•. th,· in,llumcilt \voi1IJ he ""pcndcd in free space 
I 
I 
I 
I 
an.t thl' 1.ew set thl.'ll'. Thl' nwa· <t.:ccptahk <tltcrnativl' is to 
�e•u�·h out a rq:"ion of very resistive ground , to accurately 
mca ... urt· ih condlh:tivity i•..,in� l'lln\Cntional tl'chniqucs, and to 
set the instmml.'ntall.Cnl at that location. l'hi.., i.,the procedlirl' 
whid1 i' ill'lually ft•lhnH:ll. 
I (iii) 
It i' nl.'l.'es..,ary that this zew hl' accl.Jratcly m:1intaincd over 
lonj.! periods of time and over the willl' v<�riations uf tempera­
tml.' l'JH.•ounter ell durin� �e,,physical survey in various parts of 
tht: w11rld. This pwducl·.., ti�ht coristntints on the circuitry, with 
tlw result that tht: zero may l'lc in error hy up to :t0.2 mmlws per 
meter. Such an errur would he negligihle over the usual range of 
terrain conductivities; hov•ever in the event that me<Jsurements 
<�.re hcin� made on highly resistive ground the zcr(l errM can 
!'lecome significant. 
u,;,,-,/l't•rtind .\·o,,.,/illJ.: Cupahility. In theory it is possible to 
usc a sy!>tem such a" the EII.B4<� at a continuum of intercoil 
spacings to yield more information about electrica,l layering in 
the gri..1und. To achieve " wide variety of inter-electrode spac.­
ings with c(mvcntional resistivity equipment is simple; iri the 
case of the inductive electromagnetic technique the rapid fall­
off of the magnetic field from the dipole transmitter introduces a 
serious dynamic range problem . In due course there will un­
doubtedly be instrumentation with a wider variety of spacings 
at the expense of additional complexity. 
I 
I 
VI. CASE HISTORIES 
I This section describes several case histories obtained with the 
EM31 and the EM34. The surveys (i) illustrate the resolution in 
conductivity that can he achieved. (ii) compare the results obtained 
I 
with con.venti.onal resistivity and. ( iji>. illus�rate the .. use of_ t�e latter . for locating sand. gravel and conductive mmerdls . determmmg bed­
rock topography (including locating a buried river channel) and 
mapping the pollution plume from a land-fill site. ln.some cases the 
I 
indicated conductivity has be
. 
en
. 
converted to resistivity to facilitate 
comparison with conventional resistivity survey results. 
Case History # 1 
Location: Mississauga. Ontario 
Instrument: EM31 I Application: Illustrates resolution and repeatability of EM31 
For this case history a Rustrak chart recorder was used to monitor 
I the output .of an EM31. A line oflength 200meters was traversed in a field in both easterly and westerly directions. Figure 15 dernor,-
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FJGUU 16. Test survey iine- Heart Lake. Ont. 
strates that the instrument is resolving conductivity changes of less 
than I mmho/in ( J'ff of full scale deflection) and that the repeatabil­
ity is of the same order. In fact the repeatability is limited in this case 
by the resolving power of the chart recorder itself. It shou,ld fur­
thermore be noted that the instrument is detecting spatial changes in 
conductivity of a few meters in length - compatible with the inter­
coil spacing of 3.. 7 meters. 
Case History # 2 
Location: Heanh Lake, Ontario 
Instruments: EM31 
Conventional resistivity apparatus 
Application: Location of sand/gravel 
Comparison of EM31 and conventional resistivity 
In this survey a line 1900 ft. (580 meters) in length was surveyed 
with a measurement in.terval of 100ft. (30 meters). The survey area 
was generally located on a buried esker, however the last few survey 
stations, 17 + 00 to 19 + 00. traversed a region of exposed sand and 
gravel (often occurring in the form of concretions) and over this 
pof1ion of the line measurements were m,ade every 10 ft. (3.0 met• 
ers). 
The conventional resistivity profile was carried out using a Wen­
ner array with an a spacing of 20 ft. (6.1 meters) except between 
stations 17 + OOand 19 + 00 where the a spacing was reduced to I ft. 
(0.30 meters). 
In general the corre.lation between the two sets of data is excel­
lent, and demonstrates the ability of the EM� I to generate good 
quantitative data even in regions of low conductivity. Over the esker 
the EM31 was actually read continuously down the line -' the data 
was recorded on.ly at the 100ft. intervals. with the exception of the 
reading at station 7 + 50 which was also recorded since it was noted 
that a conductivity low occurred there. Such an anomaly was, of 
course. missed hy the conventional resistivity where measurements 
were only made every 100ft. 
Both sets of data hecornc rather erratic hetween stations 17 + 00 
and Ill+ 00 as a result of t he very rapid lateral changes in resistivity 
ari�ing from the conc n:t�d liiat�i·ial r�ft:J'i't:d to above . 
Case History # 3 
Location: 
lnstrtJrilcnt: 
(\ivendish. C>ntaril.l. 
EM31 
A I. . Loclltion of rilctalfic type conductors pp 1cat 10n: . 
This sur\•ey line. of length 200(1 ft. (610 meters I. is located at a site 
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FIGURt 18. EM31 survey of Cavendish test range Line ·c-. 
in Ontario which is often used by Canadi<!n instrumentation inan­
ufactureYs to test new electromagnetic geophysical equipment. The 
survey. along line C. illustrates response from both the swamp and 
ih.e two zones of metaflic mineralization. Although measurements 
were only taken every 50 ft. (15 meters) both zones are well de­
lineated and when such high responses are encountered localization 
to within a few meters is quickly and easily carried out. 
Inasmuch as the EM31 and EM34-3 were designed to map terrain 
conductivity at the conductivity levels encountered in typical soils 
both instruments are extremely sensitive electromagnetic detec­
tors. For example on the most sensitive scale, full scale deftection 
for the EM31 i� ROO ppm of the primary magnetic field and for ihe 
EM34-3 it is 3ROO ppm. Such sensitivity makes either instrument 
useful for detecting metallic type conductors at what are very low 
conductivity levels hy normal standards. 
Case History #4 
L<�cation: 
lnstrumcnh: 
Application : 
Mi��is<,auga. Ontari.o 
EM�I. E\134 
Determination of hedrock topography 
Trital lint: length for thi" .,urvey was K41Kl ft. I 2600 meters) and· 
measurcmcnh \\ell: made every lOll ft. 00 mctcro;) with both the 
EM3J and the EMJ-1- an earlier version of the EM34-3 which had 
two intercoil spa�:ing" vis. IIKI ft. 00 meters) and 50 ft. ( i5 meters). 
The sur\·ey wa� performed to outline the cross-.,ectional profile of a 
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fiGURE 19. EM31 and EM34 su·rvey line over preglacial river valley. Mis­
si�sauga. Ontario. 
huried preglacial river valley whose existence had been suggested 
from water-well data. At either intercoil spacing the time required 
for t!Je EM34 profile was 1-1/2 hours, resulting in approximately one 
survey measurement per minute� including the time to walk the 100 
feet between measurement stations. The time taken for the sub­
sequent EM31 survey was similar. 
Typical bedrock conductivity in *e area is approximately 30 
mmho/m. whereas an average value for the conducti�·ity of the infilling glacial till is of the order of8 to 12 mmho/m. Thus the EM34 
at either intercoil spacing yields approximately 30 mmho/m at the 
valley edges where the overburden is thi� and 12 to 14 mmho/m at 
the valley centre. The EM31 yields values of 14 to 18 mmho/m at the 
valley edges (slightly affected by the presence of hedrock) and 
approximately 10 mmho/m at the valley centre. The interpreted 
depth of the valley, based on the model shown in the figure. is 
approximately 120 feet ( 36 meters) which is in reasonable agreement 
with the water-well data value of 150 feet (45 meters). bearing in 
rnilld that the three sets of data show that a two-layer model i.s an 
over simplification. 
The conductivity high which occurs between stations 32 and 38 
results from a very large pile of waste furnace ash lying 6n the 
surface. 
Case History #S 
Location: 
Instruments: 
Application: 
Camp Borden, Ontario 
EM31, EM34 
Conventional resistivity apparatUs 
Mapping groundwater salinity 
Comparison of EM34 and conventional resistivity 
G.eophysical surveys were carried i.mt over a �anitary landfill site 
using. in addition to other instruments. an EM31. EM34 and con­
ventional resistivity (4]. The survey re�ults in the accompanymg 
figures illustrate the 1.-wod agreement hetween these techniques and · 
abo indicate th!! reduction in su"tvey titne achieved using inductive 
elcctr.imagnetic technique ...  Particul;trly interesting are the verti'cal 
variations in rt:sistivity as shown hy the EM3 I at :\.7 m int ercoil 
spacing amlthe EM34 at 15 and 30m spacing. 
VII. SllMMARY 
Thi" tel·hni�al n.t>te desnihc., in detail the principles of mapping 
the cledrical ctmductivit y of thl� ground using mal!netically induced 
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FIGURE 20(b). 
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- . ... , ..........__. . 
currents at low frequencies. It has been shown that certain advan­
tages can be derived from working at low values of induction 
number. Amongst these are excellent resolution in conductivity, a 
substantial reduction in man-hours necessary to carry out a con­
ductivity survey and a simplification in the calculation of layered 
earth respo·nse. 
Two points should be kept constantly in mind when performing 
surveys of this type to map geology. The first is that these instru­
ments map only the electrical conductivity. If the conductivity does 
not vary significantly with the geological environment, or if 
parameters other than the geology also influence the conductivity, 
the survey results may be difficult to interpret. 
The second point is that measurement of terrain conductivity ,like 
any other geophysical measurement, must begin and end with geol­
ogy. Such measurements arc: only an aid to help visualize geological 
conditions which carmot be seen. It is l)lways necessary to interpret 
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FIGURE 20(d). 
geophysical data against known geology from out-crops, boreholes, 
or any other such "bench marks". Geophysical measurements can 
be very effective by allowing interpolation between such sources, or 
extr'apolcttion away from them. However in every case knowledge 
derived from geophysical measurements must be eventually re­
confirmed against known geological conditions. 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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HORIZONTAL DIPOLE· 
l'llol'IU AI. Vntical :·uld lmriltlOI:tl dil'tllc.coil configurations. 
I API'ENI)J X: Tht>ctr�· of Opt'ration at Low Induction Numbers 
I 
Consider the two coil configuratillns shown in Figure AI. In each 
case the transmitter coil is energized w_ith _alternaii _ng current at a 
frequency f Hertz. The measured quant1ty 1s the rat1o of the secon" 
dary magnetic field H. at the receiver when hllth coils are lying on 
I 
th� surface of th_e homoge�e
. 
\m. s half-sp:tce of cond�ctivity ?' to t
.
h� 
pnmary magnetiC field H,, tn the absence of the halt-space (I.e. as tf 
the coils were in free. spuce). The spacing hetween the coils is s 
meters. 
I 
The field ratios for vertica
. 
I a_nd hori.zontal dipole configurations 
are given hy equations I I land <2l respectively. 
(�:L = 
(y
;)1 {9- (9 + 9ys + 4(ys)2 + (ys)3] e-r'} (I) 
I 
I 
I 
(H, = 2 I- �) + [3 + 3ys + (ys)2]
(
�
) ) l 
3 e-ys ] 
Hr 11 (ys- ys 
where y = v
. iwp"cr 
w = 27Tf 
f = frequency (Hz) 
I'" = perirJeabi lity of free space ; ,.-; I=,·- I. 
(2) 
These expressions are complicated functions of the variable -ys 
I 
which i
.
� in turn a 
.
reasonably com
. 
pl
. 
iqted (c
·
o
· 
mplex
_ 
) function of 
frequency and conductivity. However. as will be shown below. 
under certain conditions they can be greatly simplified. 
A ••tell known characteristic of a homogeneous half-space is th.e 
I 
electrical skin depth fl. whi�h is defined as the distance in the . · halfc�pace that a propagating plane wave has. travelled when its amplitude has been attenuated to 1/e of the ampht_ude at the surface .. 
The skin depth is given by · 
I � .,---,:- '2i o= AI -=�.·· 'JI WIJ.0CT ji (3) 
I 
and therefore 
ys = v'2i i (4) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The ratio s/fl. the intercoil spacing divided by the ·skin depth. is 
defined as the induction number B. whereupon 
ys = ,i2i .B (5) 
Now if B is much less. than unity I ie ys « I) it is a simple matter to 
show that the field ratios of equations 1 I land 121 reduce to the simple 
expression 
. H, ) ( H,) i 81 (Hp, \ � ,Hp II==- 2 
which is the equation !!iven in Section II. 
. 2 1Wf100S 
-.. -4-.. 
(6) 
The magnitude of the �ecmidary magnetic field is now direcily 
proportional to the ground conductivity itnd the phase of the !>econ­
d<try magnetic field Ieath. the primary inal!netic field hy 9(1°. 
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d:;x 
·i, 
..,_...,. __ ..,;__-'irflll�»--,/ 
� ,/� ,' 
Lt 
ct;x 
J-"l(;uRL All. Elcctricitl mu\lcl fur vertical dipoles. 
To make B much Jess than unity we see tl)at we must makes very 
much less than fl and thus 
2 w«� p0us- (7) 
That is. hiivi11g decided (m a value fur s (which fixes the effective 
depth of peneiration under the condition B « I l. the maximum 
prohahle ground conductivity is estimated and the operating fre­
quency is chosen so that equation 171 is always satisfied. 
The apparent conductivity which the instrument reads is then 
defined by 
4 (H, )
. 
CT = --.
-, --
;o ·wJ.10S- H p 'IU•dr•lurc 
c'om(hmcnt · 
(8) 
To examine the reasons for this simplification let us focus our. 
attention on the vertical dipole coil configuration shown in Figure 
All since symmetry inakes this configuration the simplest to under-
stand. 
· 
Consider current loop I. The primary emf ep causing this current 
to flow is given (t_hrough Faraday's la\id by the time rate ofchange of 
the primary magnetic flux from the transmitter through this loop. 
Three impedances cause the current to be limited. These arise from 
til the electrical resistance R 1 of the loop. (ii) the fact that the current 
i1 generates its own magnetic field which causes a time-varying 
secondary magnetic flux through the loop (self-inductance. L1 ). and 
(iii) the fact that all other current loops such as i2 generate their own 
magnetic fields which in turn cause a time-varying magnetic flux to 
link with loop I (mutual-inductance. Ml. 
The equivalent circuit for this configurati(m is easny derived from 
elementary circuit theory with the result shown in Figure Alii. 
The complex impedance Z incorporates all of the affects of 
magnetic coupling between current loop I and any other current 
loop 2. We see from this expression that Z can be made arbitrdrily 
small by reducing w = 21Tf.the.operating frequency. When Z is thus 
R, M 
I ----· ol· ' ' . 
. 
R, L, . 
z 
i, 
iu:t, + 
e, 
R, -I Z 
R, 
u..'7M_'2 
R1 + lu!l> 
F11 ,11 Rl A Ill. 1::4uivalcnt (in:uil. fur mudcl uf hJ,:urc All. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
malk nnu:h smalkr than R, thl: current flow in ll'l'P I is simply �iven 
hy 
. .  � iulfr . .J G II = = . = Jw�·r J I R1 R1 
where c/•1, = primarv flux linking loop 
G 1 = conductance of loop I(G 1 
i = ,:'""' I 
(9) 
1/R I) 
We sec that the magnitu�e of the current is lim:arly proportional 
to the loop conductance and furthermore that the pha�e of the 
current leads the primary flux hy 90°. Since the secondary magnetic 
field at the receiver from current i 1 is in phase with and directly 
proportional to i1 it too will be directly pn1prirtional toG and will 
lead the primary flux hy 90°. Thus 
(H•) 
Hr 
OC iwGI (10) 
which has the sar'ne dependence ori frequency and conductance as 
equ.ation (6). We infer therefore. that the condition B ¢:. I is equiv­
alent to stating that for all current loops that affect the receiver 
output the operating frequency is so low that we can ignore any 
magnetic coupling between the loops. Thus the current that flows in 
any loop is (il complete IS· independent" of the current that flows in 
any other loop since they are not magnetically coupled and (ii) is 
only a function of the primary magnetic flux linking that loop a.nd of 
the local ground conductivity. 
· 
The Jack of interaction between current loops is of great impor­
tance in simplifying the data reduction procedures. Of equally great 
significance is the fact t.hat for any value ofB and for any orientation 
of a magnetic dipole (or indeed of any magnetic source I over either a 
uniform halfspace or a horizontally stratified earth it can be shown 
that all current flow is horizontal. That this is the case for a vertical 
dipole is easy to see from symmetry; for a horizontal dipole it is less 
evident but equally true. Thus. in a horizontally layered earth no 
current crosses an interface which is fortunate since. if it did, 
changing either of the conductivities would. by virtue of refraction 
of the current. change the direction of the current as it flowed from 
one medium to the other. 
If no current flow crosses an interface and if there is no magnetic 
coupling between Cl!rrent loops, cha.nging the conductivity of any 
one of the layers of a horizontally stratified earth will not alter the 
geometry of t he current flow. Varying the conductivity of any layer 
will proportionately vary only the magnitude of the current in that 
layer. To calculate the resultallt magn.etic field at the surface of a 
horizontallY' layered earth it is simply necessary to calculate the 
independent contribution from each layer, which is a function ofits 
depth and conductivity, and to sum all the contributions. 
The functions 1/>(z) and R(z) discussed in Section II define the 
relative influence of current flow as a function of depth. Their 
derivation is involved and will not be given here. The resultant 
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FIGURE AIV. Plot of indicated conductivity for EM31 \·ersus true (homoge­
neous tl.alf-space) col)ductivity for both ve!'t.ical (0'8) and horizontal (ua') 
dipoles. 
expressions are. however, simple and easily programmed into hand 
c·alculators: 
4z 
rf>v(z) = (4z2 + 1)312 
(II) 
4z 
¢H(z) = 2 ..... 
(
4z2 + -1}.,2 (12) 
I 
Rv(z) = (4z2 + l)''2 (13) 
RH(z) 
= (4z
2 + 
1)112 - 2z (14) 
where z is the depth divided by the intercoil spacing. 
Finally it should be noted that for a given frequency and intercoil 
spacing as the terrain conductivity increases the approximation of 
equation (6) eventually breaks down and the instrumental output is 
no longer proportional to terrain conductivity. This effect is illus, 
trated in Figl!re AIV. which plots apparent (indicated) conductivity 
against true (homogeneous half space) conductivity for both vertical 
and horizontal transmitter/receiver dipoles for the operating 
parameters of the EM3l. As would be expected the horizontal 
dipoles exhibit linearity to greater values of conductivity as a result 
of the reduced depth of penetration in this configuration. 
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